CROSSWORD
No. 15,658 Set by PABUS

ACROSS
1, 11 Great happiness induced by Flanders omnibus? (1,9,2,7)
6 Military conveyance; drugs confiscated by magistrate (4)
10 Sporty conveyance; sound surprised over remuneration (5)
11 See 1
12 One's days represented as ten years of wandering (8)
13 Device found these days in the capital (5)
15 Standing as a type of music maker? (7)
17 Jazz currently in winter conveyance (7)
19 Beating MP departing very quietly in passing (7)
21 Film that you and I get back for (7)
22 In management, any good executive starts with a vision (5)
24 Party when a squeeze gets a bit of a smooch! (5-3)
27 Watery conveyance: contrast to the rear of spa (9)
28, 29 Blissful state: include no other option (5,4)
30 Road vehicles: shall we follow taxi to the Ebro, say? (10)

DOWN
1 Researchers have to be a bit shrewd (4)
2 The Circle Line is! (5,4)
3 Requires senior to rise, holding young man (5)
4 Expert PI has time for guard (7)
5 Working dining cars cannot be found in parts of Yorkshire (7)
7 Went slowly, prevaricated; lost an hour (5)
8 Opel taken short badly without hose or one of these (6,4)
9 The 12th clue is magnificent (8)
14 King greets posh ex-PM, almost meeting Mongol ruler, former Chinese emperor (6,4)
16 Tailed conductor? (5,3)
18 Lip of one holding book that defines the features (9)
20 Cereal for nanny with a Scandinavian name (7)
21 Conflict when graduate met royal soprano (7)
23 Wooded area, mostly hot, as you like it? (5)
25 Opponents about to enter Colorado dry (5)
26 No extremes in modest songs (4)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday September 30
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday October 2
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT